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In the ﬁrst place we have to thank Tatiana for organizing “Musical
Bridges” project. My expectations of the concert were not only
fulﬁlled, but also exceeded, and the great eﬀort we took was
deﬁnitely worth it. During the rehearsals I already felt the great
enthusiasm of the orchestra and Tatiana as well as their great
musicality.
Christoph Sietzen
Austrian Percussionist

Tatiana Kalinichenko

Music director and conductor of New Era Orhestra

Tatiana Kalinichenko is a co-founder, Music Director and Conductor of the New
Era Orchestra (Kyiv, Ukraine).
The New Era Orchestra, led by Tatiana Kalinichenko ﬁrst brought world-class
superstars to Kyiv and represented Ukraine at major European festivals and
brought together talented Ukrainian musicians of a New generation.

Kalinichenko is initiator of the performance in Ukraine of premiere works of
contemporary composers: John Adams (USA), Philip Glass (USA), Michael
Nayman (UK), John Tavaner (UK), Janis Xenakis (France), Takashi Yoshimatsu
(Japan), Avner Dorman (Israel), Mayas Aliamani (Syria), Max Richter (UK), Peter
Breiner (Slovakia), Vitold Lutoslawsky (Poland), Krzysztof Penderecki (Poland),
Dobrinka Tabakova (Bulgaria), Gia Kancheli (Georgia), Georges Pelecis (Latvia),
Giovanni Sollima (Italy), Peteris Vasks (Latvia), Yasusi Akutagawa (Japan).
In 2019 New Era Orchestra, with the support of the Ukrainian Cultural
Foundation, the Austrian Embassy in Ukraine, the Austrian Cultural Forum in
Kiev and the “Believe in Yourself Foundation”, launched the Musical Bridges
project, which is the continuation of many years of work by the orchestra and
its Music director and co-founder Tatiana Kalinichenko on strengthening the
Ukrainian music space and pan-European art processes.
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“

I have had occasion to be able to observe
Tatiana Kalinichenko work, and have been
Music director Tatiana Kalinichenko
most impressed by her conducting skills and
musicality. Tatiana is a very
New Era Orchestra (Kyiv, Ukraine) was build musical bridges between Ukraine impressive addition to the musical
scene. Apart from her excellent
founded in 2007 and is now one of
and the world.
qualities as a conductor, Tatiana
the most exciting ensembles
We are constantly working to fulﬁl our
shows strong leadership qualities and
performing on Ukraine’s musical
long-term strategy aimed to show that
is well respected by the musicians she
stage. Music director and co-founder
Ukrainian orchestra is ready to
works with. Her programmes show
– Tatiana Kalinichenko.
develop, work according to the
initiative and creativity. She has
The repertoire of the orchestra
international standards, and compete
successfully managed to invite major
embraces both classical and
with the world's leading players.
international soloists to come to Kyiv
contemporary music.
to perform with her, and developed
Our mission is to make Ukraine a part good relationships in the international scene. Tatiana is an excellent
example of quality and leadership in this new generation of conductors.
of international musical space and
Harold Clarkson
Senior Vice President of IMG Artists
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“

New Era Orchestra has so far demonstrated the
limitless potential of the New generation of Ukrainian
Music director Tatiana Kalinichenko
musicians. Tatiana Kalinichenko has gathered the real
stars, capable of feeling and delivering ﬁnesse
We are collaborating with the world’s
of various styles and manners of performance, in one orchestra.
renowned soloists: Joshua Bell (violin,
New Era Orchestra has become a real discovery for the European audience
USA), Sarah Chang (violin, USA),
and asserted themselves as a new prominent player on the European
Kit Armstrong (piano, USA), Avi Avital
music stage.
(mandoline, Israel-Germany),
Anna Stavychenko
Christoph Sietzen (percussia, Austria),
Musical critic
Andrej Bielow (violin, UkraineGermany) Dino Saluzzi (bandoneon,
Argentine), Danjulo Ishizaka (cello,
Germany) etc.
New Era Orchestra was the ﬁrst in
Ukraine to perform the music of such
composers as: John Adams (USA),
Philip Glass (USA), Michael Nyman,
John Tavener, Max Richter (Great
Britain), Avner Dorman (Israel), Iannis
Xenakis (France), Takashi Yoshimatsu
(Japan), Marjan Mozetich (Canada),
Arturs Maskats (Latvia) etc.
Besides, the orchestra has premiered
pieces by Giya Kancheli (GeorgiaBelgium), Joaquin Rodrigo (Spain),
Yasushi Akutagawa (Japan), Giovanni
Sollima (Italy) and others.

”

